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Sustainable Campus Promotion
01 Save the Earth with your SWEAT!
7 – 8 Oct 2016
Li Promenade, HKBU
HKBU continues to take part in and
promote Green Sense’s ‘Hong Kong No
Air Con Night’ in 2016, which aims to
encourage the community to reduce
their dependence on air-conditioners
and help lower greenhouse gas
emissions. The event this year was
held from 7:00 pm 7 October to 7:00
am 8 October. 180 students and 70
staffs supported this meaningful event
by pledging to switch off their airconditioners in the offices, student
residence halls, and at home for at
least 12 hours.

Our staff member pledges to switch off
their air-conditioners at the event.

HKBU shows its support by
encouraging the University community
to practise green actions where
possible. Indeed, just a modest change
to daily lives can lead to less use of air
conditioning, thus saving electricity for
a greener future.

Part of the pledges collected from the
University community.
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02 Echo the Earth’s SOS signal with
Sustainable Office Scheme (SOS)
Oct - Nov 2016
HKBU
The Campus Sustainability Guide (the
Guide) was endorsed by Vice-President
(Administration) and Secretary, Mr Andy
Lee in early 2016. To better implement
the Guide among HKBU staff, the
Sustainable Office Scheme (SOS) was
reinforced in year 2016-17. Sharing
visits were conducted at 10the
administrative and academic offices
since October 2016 to exchange ideas
on
implementing
sustainability
measures and provide suggestions on
overcoming obstacles when going green.

Colleague puts up energy
saving tips on computer
monitors.

“SOS Green Office Practices” was posted
in office common areas as a guidance
and reminder for colleagues to go Green.

Colleague minimises the
usage of lighting when
natural lighting is available.

Through the Staff
Green Ambassadors
network, the “SOS
Green Practices” has
been disseminated to
colleagues in different
departments. With all
HKBU staff practising
the green measures in
the Guide, we could
move towards the goal
of building a truly
sustainable campus.
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03 Forest Savers at HKBU Green Info Day 2016
15 Oct 2016
HKBU
Initiated by the students of HKBU Lowcarbon Ambassadors Programme (LAMP)
in 2012, collecting and redistributing
leaflets on Green Information Day has
become a sustainable habit of HKBU to
promote paper conservation and waste
reduction. This year, our LAMP students
have collected over 4,800 leaflets and
brochures on the event day, which was
the highest in terms of volume among
the past three years, reflecting an
increased awareness of environmental
protection among visitors.
Collection boxes are placed around
campus to collect unwanted leaflets.

LAMP students set up green stations to
collect promotional materials discarded by
visitors and redistribute them to the
corresponding departments for reuse.

LAMP students are sorting the leaflets
collected for redistribution.

Throughout the day, the collection boxes were constantly filled up with different
kinds of brochures. While this showed visitors’ care to the environment and wish
to reuse the leaflets, it is also an opportune time to rethink if e-leaflets should be
used instead of printed copies.
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04 Our future Green Leaders – LAMP
1-3 Oct 2016
Sai Kung
Effective teamwork is of paramount
importance to the success of
cooperation. With an aim to enrich
students’
vision
towards
environmental sustainability and to
facilitate effective group work, a
three-day training camp in Sai Kung
was organised for the 40 newly
recruited LAMPers.

LAMP Students built up team spirit
through challenging adventure training.

Students were excited to learn
innovative green ideas from each other
and adopt the green lifestyle during the
camp. They were all surprised to realise
that achieving a greener lifestyle is far
easier than they thought.
Students search for seasonal and local food
in the wet market, to support local farmers
and reduce food miles.

Camellia Seed Cleaning Powder instead of
chemical detergent was used to clean
dishware to avoid chemical pollution.

Creative and delicious vegetarian meal are
cooked during the low-carbon cooking
competition.
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05 BU Green Week, students take the lead
22 - 24 Nov 2016
Li Promenade, HKBU
To promote the Campus Sustainability Guide to members of the University
community in an interesting way, the LAMP students have organised the BU
Green Week from 22-24 November to promote “Green catering”, and “Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle”. Five interactive booths were set up to spread the green message
of “waste less, treasure more”.

Plastic Bottle Recycle
Competition promotes
proper plastic recycling.
Students get to learn
that recycle takes little
effort on your part, but
makes a big difference to
our world.

The “Go Cup” exhibition
encourages people to
bring
their
own
containers by offering
free hot drinks to people
with their own mugs.

Second-hand clothes
station provides a
platform for the
University community
to exchange their
clothes.

Second-hand Goods & Stories Exchange is
a popular and topical booth that reminds
students to think twice before buying a
product. Students were requested to write
a “breakup letter” to their own products
before completing the exchange.

Through touching the items inside the
black boxes, participants can explore the
more environment-friendly alternatives
that can replace household products that
are harmful to the environment.
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06 Hunting for green spots on campus
6 Dec 2016
HKBU
Building a sustainable culture on campus
has been our foremost mission. Partnering
with the Personnel Office, a campus green
tour was organised for new staff to
discover green elements and facilities
around campus.
Mini Q&A game was conducted to
challenge
colleagues’
environmental
know-hows and understanding of campus
green initiatives and facilities.
of

Green Corner on the 3/F
Academic
and
Administration
Building consists of vertical green
wall,
energy generating
bikes,
upcycled furniture, secondhand book
exchange corner and interactive kiosk
featuring low-carbon games.

Colleagues visit the herb corner on the 4/F
of the Wing Lung Bank Building for Business
Studies.

07 Zero waste check out
7 - 9 and 12 - 14 Dec 2016
Student Residence Hall (SRH), HKBU
Coming to the end of Fall semester, incoming exchange
students will be packing up and moving out of the
campus residence halls for the holidays. Students living
in the residence halls made room-cleaning more
meaningful by giving away their unwanted but usable
items at the SRH Check-out Materials Collection Counter.
Food items with expiry date at least until May 2017 are accepted.
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07 Zero waste check out (con’t)
Loads of unwanted beddings, electronics, kitchen
utensils, clothing, stationery and non-frozen food
have been collected, usable items will be given a
second life at the Free Market to be held on 4
January 2017 when the new batch of incoming
exchange students arrive. The campaign will
continue to promote the concept of reusing and
sharing in the HKBU community.
This exchange student is happy to give away a laptop
tray before checking out from the student residence hall.

08 Where do WEEE go?
8 Dec 2016
Carpark B, David C. Lam Building (DLB), HKBU
How do you treat your Waste Electrical
and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)? Sell
them to a secondhand buyer or send
them to landfill? From 8 December
onwards, you have one more options to
dispose your Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment (WEEE) on campus.

Partnering with ALBA IWS, the only
WEEE
management
contractor
appointed by the Environmental
Protection Department, two recycling
cages have been set up permanently
at Carpark B at DLB. Regulated
Electrical Equipment (REE) such as
refrigerator,
air-conditioner,
TV,
washing machine, computer
and
other
related appliances are the
targeted type of WEEE to be
recycled. Nonetheless, other small
household electrical appliances are
also welcome.
Functional and malfunctioned WEEE are
collected separately, the former will be
checked and sent to local needy families
while the latter will be dismantled to
extract secondary raw materials for reuse.
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Community Engagement
01 Call For Plastic-free Seas, Stop “Trashzilla”!
3 Nov 2016
Repulse Bay
HKBU supported the community-wide
event organised by Ocean Recovery
Alliance for two consecutive years, by
bringing
BU
Greenies
(BUGS)
volunteers together for a day of
education and creativity at the 4th
Kids Ocean Day on 3 November to
promote ocean protection in the city.
Young volunteers chat with one of the
Ocean mascots in the Beach Lesson and
brainstorm ideas on keeping the ocean clean.

Over 800 children, teachers and
volunteers brought back the Godzillalike human art piece, also known as
Trashzilla or Lap Sap Chung at Repulse
Bay Beach. This legendary Hong Kong
cartoon monster created by the
Government in the 1970s reminded
the city about protecting and caring
for the Ocean ecosystem.

Aerial artwork created by all volunteers.
Photo: Alastair Gray Photography/ Ocean
Recovery Alliance/Malibu Foundation/
Spectral Q

Our BUGS members acted as the “Ocean Ambassadors” to spread the urgent
message “Stop Trashzilla” and raise awareness for a plastic-free sea, urging the
city to keep our waters clean.
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02 Saving children’s life with simple actions
12 Nov 2016
Kwai Chung
Believe it or not, hotels in Hong Kong
were throwing away two million bars of
soap to landfills every year, and most of
them were barely used. What a waste of
resources! With an aim to protect the
environment and improve the sanitation
in developing countries to help combat
the acute lower-respiratory infection and
diarrheal disease, Soap Cycling, a
nonprofit organisation based in Hong
Kong, collected and sanitised the bar of
soaps that travellers only used once or
twice in the local hotels, and recycled and
distributed
to
disadvantaged
communities and quake-affected areas in
Southeast Asia, who cannot otherwise
afford buying soaps. These soaps make
significant positive impacts to the
communities’ health and hygiene.

Soap Cycling – an NGO partner with
local hotels to collected slightly used
soap for recycling.

Our BUGS volunteers spent three
hours in Soap Cycling on 12
November to process 30kg of used
soaps which was equivalent to
around 750 of soap bars that could
keep 60 children away from lifethreatening diarrheal diseases and
pneumonia for one year.

30 kg of soaps
are processed in
a morning.

Slightly used soaps are ready for redistribution after BUGS
volunteers peel the dirty surface.
TOP
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03 Be a Food Angel!
Rescue surplus food for the greater good!
11 Oct and 14 Nov 2016
Sham Shui Po and Lai Chi Kok
To alleviate the food waste problem
in Hong Kong, our LAMP students
volunteered in Food Angel’s central
kitchen and a local restaurant Food
Station on 11 October and 14
November respectively to help
prepare raw vegetables and other
ingredients and pack meal boxes for
the local needy.
Students
were
delighted
to
participate in this meaningful service
where they could offer a helping
hand in recusing surplus food from
going to landfills.

Students help to peel off pumpkins’ skin for
hot meal preparation afterwards.

Students handpick vegetables with desirable
condition for hot meal preparation.

Large amount of unwanted raw vegetables
are collected from food industry every day.
TOP
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04 Beyond volunteering at the recycling
workshop
5 Nov 2016
Kowloon Bay

Volunteers remove the plastic caps and the
water residue from the bottles.

Our LAMP and BUGS volunteers took
the opportunity to experience the
development and the operation of
Kowloon Bay Material Transfer Centre
by participating in a service workshop
on 5 November. 19 volunteers
enjoyed learning the process and the
proper way of plastic sorting.
Volunteers were surprised to see such
a high demand of manpower was
required to remove the plastic caps
and labels from the bottles before
recycling.

In addition, participants learnt how to make
enzyme cleanser at the organic cleaner workshop
using orange and lemon peels, brown sugar and
water. The LAMP students also demonstrated
what they had learnt from the workshop and
introduced to the University community during
the BU Green Week.

An organic cleaner workshop was set up to
demonstrate the making of enzyme cleaner
to the volunteers.
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05 HKBU marks the end of a fruitful year as
HKSCC convenor
14 Dec 2016
HKBU
As the convenor of Hong Kong
Sustainable
Campus
Consortium
(HKSCC) in 2016, HKBU has been
working alongside the other seven
HKSCC member institutions to push the
boundaries of campus sustainability
this year by marking several
breakthroughs, such as partnering with
the Environment Bureau to furthering
energy consumption and food waste
reduction, restructuring the HKSCC
annual report, initiating dialogues
between external parties including
Inter-Institutional Purchasing Liaison
Group and Joint Universities Computer
Centre.

Collaborations on energy saving and food
waste recycling have been made between
the Environment Bureau and the seven
HKSCC member institutions in 2016.

Handing over to The
Education University of
Hong Kong in 2017, it is
believe
that
the
concerted efforts will
lead us towards greener
and brighter campuses.
HKBU concludes its role as
the convenor of HKSCC in
2016 by organising the last
meeting on 14 December.
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06 Make a Green Christmas wish!
19 Dec 2016
Wong Tai Sin
What Christmas wish you have made this year? To
encourage children to have a greener Christmas,
the “Green Xmas Fun Day” was organised on 19
December in Tsz Wan Shan Catholic Primary
School. Five game booths that aimed to promote
sustainable messages were prepared for over
1,000 primary and kindergarten children and their
parents. They have made their special green
Christmas wishes this year and hung on the
Christmas tree made with recycled materials.
Children write and draw their green Christmas wishes,
hoping the world to become a greener place.
Simple yet impactful wishes such as getting into
small green habits and hoping to have a cleaner
ocean show children’s care for the Mother Nature.

Recycling is easy,
yet
challenging
to
categorise
confusing
items
drink
such
as
carton.
The
recycling
game
helps strengthening
children's
recycling
knowledge.

Plastic bottle recycling competition is one of the
most popular game. Children learn the proper
steps to recycle plastic bottles by competing to
remove the bottle caps and wraps, which could
actually be done within seconds.
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07 Experiencing the life of the underprivileged
21 Dec 2016
Tuen Mun
By joining the “Global X-perience”
workshop organised by Crossroads
Foundation, an NGO aims to connect
people in a broken world, LAMP
students stepped into shoes of people
living in slums to gain a deeper
understanding of poverty. The common
cause of poverty is uneven resources
distribution. The simulation triggered
students to reflect on their daily habits
and encouraged them to care for others
as well as the environment, in response
to the global issues that are happening
in real world.

Homeless participants live under the
bridge face cruel conditions such as
extreme weather.

“Save paper, water and electricity” is a
green slogan that we are all familiar
with. Upon participating in the
stimulation
workshop,
students
realised that resources wastage does
not only pose threats to the globe, but
also puts millions of human lives in
extremely poor conditions.

Student sells paper bags made with
newspapers and homemade glue to a loan
shark, simulating the real situation
experienced by the poor living in slums.
Guided by the facilitator, students are divided
into groups to discuss feasible plans to ease
poverty and the associated global issues.
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